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Ready, Set, Pack! 10 GETAWAY ESSENTIALS FROM LUXE TO SIMPLIFY 
PACKING FOR WARM-WEATHER ESCAPES

Packed and ready for vacation with key items: a printed tank, white jeans, a nude wedge, and a fun bag!

AFTER MONTHS of freezing temperatures and wearing puffy jackets, 
we are ready to say goodbye to the cold and hello to some sunshine 
and warm weather. Let’s pack our bags and head to the beach, or at 

least day dream about the summer season! Follow along with these highlights of 
some favorite new items, perfect for any warm-weather getaway. 

When you start to think about packing for a trip, first think about what you 
want to wear. Plan your wardrobe in advance and you are less likely to over-
pack or forget a key item. The trick is to think it through before you go and pack 
interchangeable pieces. You want to be comfortable and feel stylish in versatile 
clothes that you can mix-and-match. Here’s our list: 

WHITE JEANS are perfect for cooler days or a night out. Pair your white jeans 
with flip flops and a tee for the day or a cute, printed tank and a wedge at night. 

DENIM SHORTS can pair with that same printed tank for a totally different, 
casual daytime look. Throw on denim shorts over your swimsuit or slip on a 
lightweight sweater for a comfortable, relaxed feel.  Marcy Sparr and Annie Lang of LUXE wearhouse
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A PRINTED TANK can be worn day or night with anything from denim shorts to white jeans. 

A SUNDRESS, whether it’s a printed maxi or a short jersey dress, takes you from the beach to a night 
out by swapping flip flops for wedges and a statement earring.  

LAYERS are always important when traveling. We love a cozy cotton sweater or a denim jacket for 
cooler nights. A lightweight sweater will pair with your white jeans or denim shorts. A denim jacket is 
perfect to throw on over your printed tank or any dress! 

A FUN BAG is a beach vacation staple. Use it as a travel carry-on and then to tote your essentials to 
the beach each day. 

ACCESSORIES are easy to pack and can change an entire outfit’s look from casual to dressy. We love 
a great pair of earrings or a stack of bracelets. 

SWIM SUIT AND COVER-UPS are obvious for a beach vacation, but look for one great suit that fits 
well and a cover-up that you can wear from the beach to lunch to make getting dressed each day easier.
 
A NUDE WEDGE is our go-to shoe that can work with almost anything and is perfect for your night out.     

With the right key items, you can easily pack a fun and mix-and-match wardrobe for any getaway. Pop 
in LUXE for some more vacation essentials and help packing the perfect suitcase without spending 
too much. 

LUXE wearhouse is located at 20771 N. Rand Road in Kildeer. To learn more, call 847-438-4880 or 
visit online at www.LUXEwearhouse.com. 

The perfect dress can take you from day into night. 

A fun bag is a beach staple. Use is as a carry-on and then 
a beach tote.

Inset: Fun accessories are easy to pack and transform any outfit from casual to dressy.

Be sure to pack 
a cozy layer and 
denim shorts!
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